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Asks a reader:
I believe The Committee weighed in briefly a couple of months ago in affirming that for some (?) people,
time seems to be accelerating. The way it appears to me is that weekly events, such as trash day, seem to
happen every two or three days, while daily events like feeding the dog seem to happen every few hours.
It's actually somewhat disconcerting.
RQ1:
C:

Is this apparent acceleration of time a valid observation?
Yes.

RQ2:
C:

Does the perception of an accelerating time frame affect everyone?
Yes, but not at the same time, for the same time, within the time perceived.

RQ3: The rate of this acceleration seems unsustainable, almost like ever-more-frequent birth pangs
that conclude with the birth. Does the acceleration portend some sort of near-term conclusion, some
kind of "birth"?
C:
No.
Expand we shall, unpack we will and first our greetings do we offer to all coming together at his time.
None of you will read these words at the same precise moment of Earth time, yet all come to read these
words at the same instant of time as they are given. We explain how this can be.
It is easy, intentional, designed, engineered and illusory to believe time is a given. Earth does not have to
rotate and also, can change its pace. The sun can stop shining and these three events, together or
separately, would stop time as taken.
Assume time not as the basis for all movement, but as an overlay upon that which can happen at any pace
chosen. What we say is, time is either accelerated or slowed, depending upon the direction from which it
is viewed. Time can also be stopped or cease to exist.
To ask if there is acceleration of time, as posed by the first question, assumes it moves faster than before.
Maybe time was artificially slowed and now moves forward at the proper pace. What determines this
acceleration or slowing? What rate or pace is proper? The basis prior to the change?
We know it can be said the weekly pick-up seems to occur every few days. Time has accelerated for this
person, but slowed for others. This occurs because of the individual's higher rate of vibration.
Time stopped is its absence. If time is absent, is there none? Absent from attendance means elsewhere; no
time means it does not exist.
Returning to the Earth time illusion, we say, indeed there exists a perception by humans upon Earth that
time has accelerated. It does so differently for all inside the perception. Earth's rotation can continue,

however if the angle of light does not change along with Earth's rotation, time ceases to exist. Simply
block or shut off the sun and this is the condition. We know, humans will say, this cannot happen. Even if
a way to block the sun the way an eclipse might do, could be arranged so no light from your central star
re-appears for several dozen rotations of your planet, would humans - assuming you could continue living
through this event - wait for time to return once light is reintroduced? Yes and after it no longer does,
time disappears.
This is what happens when returning home to Heaven.
The seeming unsustainable rate of acceleration speaks to time illusions, as soon as Earth time is
discarded, the rate can be sustained any way desired.
As long as you remain upon Earth's surface, the sun shines and the planet rotates, there will be daylight
cycles. How long should each cycle seem to be? This can be as fast or slow as your vibration changes. We
suggest for example a person in a coma, physically unaware of the passage of time.
The reason time is seen to accelerate, or to slow down, is the effect of energy washing over Earth and also
the vibrations of each soul perceiving time. The combination creates the sensation.
Increase the rate of rotation and also the speed of revolution about the sun and what changes? Nothing;
the year will have the same three hundred sixty five cycles it does now. It will be faster compared to what?
Other planets? Yes it might be, however there is no effect between planets, because of the rate of rotation
or revolution. The mass of a planet matters to other planets, not movement.
If your soul vibrates faster, the planet moves faster. You ingest the movement of the sun's light ray angles,
more quickly. Your bodily speed, or baud rate you might say, allows a faster segment of the visible and
invisible spectrum to pass through you. Just as congruent sounds will augment and enhance one another,
what is called, being in tune.
The natural question which flows from this, is what is causing the higher bodily vibration? We say, this is
the effect of a rise in awareness. Information and perception are as much physical phenomena as anything
else, although the physical part is not considered. Humans are not typically measuring the vibration of the
soul, although this can be done. The aura surrounding the body is one expression and effect, as the colors
are different frequencies of energy, as human science has well discovered.
The ability to see the aura around a body is nothing more or less than the ability to visualize the light
frequencies. Just as many animals can hear sound frequencies humans cannot. Unlike animals, humans
have a greatly expanded ability to use vibrations which fall outside the usual and typical perceptions
inside the physical limits of the body.
The ears and eyes of a human are limited to certain ranges but this does not mean these are fixed for
everyone; great physical strength is available to the some of you, and many of you can increase it with
practice.
The change in vibrational abilities is likewise enhanced through practice, which begins with belief this
exists and can be done. The ability to channel telepathic information is expanded just as language ability
or vocabulary are increased.
The ability increase what you see is also expandable, beginning with belief then desire you wish to see a
little - or much - more. The ability to perceive the increased pace of time also occurs after belief is
adopted, that time can be compressed.
Fare and be well, one and all. Do return, and shall we.

